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S0214 Adventurous"The tropical rainforest of the south"
Itinerary
08:30

Pick up from the hotel to Khao Sok National Park. It is the biggest area in southern
Thailand of virgin rainforest includes spectacular waterfalls cascading down towering limestone
cliffs and primeval jungle trails. Experience the diversity of flora and fauna in the green forest.
There are many species of wild animals such as wild snakes, tapir, gaur, deer and hornbills.

10:00

Enjoy canoeing along Sok River. Paddlers are usually experts in spotting wildlife along the
river just concentrate to watch beautiful scenery. Most commonly seen animals include birds,
such as kingfishers and herons, snakes, frogs, monitor lizards and if you are lucky maybe
even some wild monkeys. Besides the animals, you can see stunning lime stone cliffs covered
with dense jungle.

12:00

Lunch served by the restaurant.

13:00

Enjoy elephant trekking in the tropical rainforest to experience the natural diversity.
Trek through the evergreen rainforest where you will see beautiful waterfalls, trek through
rivers and rubber plantations while on the back of a friendly giant. You can swim and relax
before returning to Khao Sok.

15:30

Completing the nature trip to Khao Sok National Park travel back to Khanom.

18:00

Arrive at Khanom and drop off at your hotel.

Price :

Adult : 2,580 baht/ person (Minimum 4 persons)
Child : (4 - 9 years old) 2,100 baht/ person

** Possible to travel with just 1-3 persons for a price of 4 pesrons **
*The price included :
: Transfer to and from your hotel in Khanom town area.
: All admission fees as stated in the program
: Set lunch menu, fruit and drinking water
: Professional tour guide(Thai-English)
: Insurance coverage of over 1 million baht/ person.
What to bring?

Personal prescription drugs, sun glasses, hat, sun protection, insect repellent and camera.

Remark :

: Program may change upon suitability
: Payment is refundable if your cancellations is not less than 1 week before tour.
: Cancellation charge 50% if your cancellations within 24hrs. Before tour.
: Non refundable if your cancellations within 1-2hrs. Before tour.

